
Legs fold down to 
stabilize carts during 
a performance.

Center pin may be 
removed to separate 
carts for individual use.
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GEARBOSS  
SPORTCART™

Easy to use, easy to access, 
storage system can handle all 
of your uniforms and gear. 
• Maximize cubic volume by   
 organizing equipment in carts.

• Storage that lets you roll an 
entire closet of gear to the place 
where you are going to use it.

•	Shelves	and	racks	reconfigure	
easily.

GEARBOSS® 
TRANSPORT CART
Ideal for quickly moving large 
equipment on and off the field. 
• Transforms in seconds into a  
 rock-solid utility table.

• Pneumatic wheels for easy  
rolling over a variety of terrain.

• Optional heavy-duty mesh wrap  
 encloses loaded cart, quickly  
 snaps on and off.

GEARBOSS® MOBILE 
KIOSK
An organized display  
cart can help increase  
fund-raising profits. 
• With eight removable bins,  
 it’s great for storing and 
 transporting school spirit items.

• Self-contained kiosk sets up  
 in seconds.

• Pneumatic wheels for easy  
rolling over a variety of terrain.

GEARBOSS  
SHELVING
Easy way to create durable 
storage for music, theatre and 
athletic programs. 
•	 Cantilevered	system	keeps	floor	
 space open for carts and   
	 flexible	use.

• Rugged industrial-grade 
construction.

•	Shelves	reconfigure	easily,	no	
tools required.

www.wengercorp.com/OnBoardwww.wengercorp.com/OnBoard

“This cart is extremely mobile. It’s easy for 
one person to move it anywhere – through 
doors, up and down ramps, in and out of 
trailers. For performers, it’s nice to have 
the drums already set up, right where you 
need them. The OnBoard Timpani Cart also 
helps protect the drums because you’re 
not pushing and pulling on the tuning 
mechanisms and rims.”

Scott Palmer, Band Director 
Eden Prairie High School, 
Eden Prairie, MN

MORE THAN 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE GUARANTEES YEARS OF SATISFACTION.
Wenger Corporation was founded in 1946 to provide innovative, high-quality products and solutions for music and theatre education, performance 
and athletic equipment storage and transport. We have spent more than 60 years listening to what our customers need and then designing and 
developing durable, functional products to meet those needs — products that enhance any program and deliver what they promise year after year.

PROUD SPONSORS OF
For their support and  

effort to enhance the lives 
of others through music.

42" ONBOARD AUXILIARY PODIUM

• Quick and easy set-up in less than 30 seconds.

• Unique combination of black, powder  
coated steel and aluminum, for a striking  
appearance and maximum durability.

• Simple design folds compactly and rolls  
from vehicle to performance position.

• This smaller unit has full size ladder  
on one side with wide rungs for  
quick access.

© 2016 Wenger Corporation
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The genius of the OnBoard Timpani Cart is how the transport cart converts into a stable performance platform in a few simple steps.

GEARBOSS® TEAM CART™  
AND X-CART™

GearBoss high-density storage lets 
you pack more gear into less space by 
utilizing an innovative system of tracks 
and rolling carts. You’ll gain as much 
as 50% more space for storage. It’s a 
system that will save you time, make 
inventory management easier and 
maintain the quality of your program.

72" ONBOARD FIELD PODIUM

• Break through design sets up in less than 30 seconds.

• Unique combination of black, powder coated  
steel and aluminum, for a striking appearance  
and maximum durability.

• Includes two Gas Assists to minimize lifting effort.

• Unit comes equipped with four large  
diameter/high wear rubber wheels and  
Tow Bar included in base price.

•	Folds	compactly	and	designed	to	fit	most	 
trailers and trucks

ONBOARD ® MARCHING BAND PODIUMS  It does not get FASTER or EASIER than this!

GET ONBOARD®

  
I NNOVAT IVE  STORAGE  AND TRANSPORT  CARTS

• Unique design allows cart to quickly convert to the proper   
performance position with one simple turn.

•	System	adjusts	to	fit	the	five	sizes	of	pedal-style	timpani	–	 
20”, 23”, 26”, 29” and 32” (51, 58, 66, 74 and 81 cm) diameter.

• Stabilizer bars allow the cart to remain level even on uneven surfaces.

• Fold-down player-platform quickly locks into performance position.

• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.

•	Fits	all	five	sizes	of	pedal-style	timpani	and	quickly	positions	the	
drums into performance position with one simple turn

Innovative design lets you easily move individual timpani or complete  
sets out of storage and onto the field or into the concert hall.ONBOARD ® TIMPANI CART

The	perfect	storage	and	transport	products	to	get	marching	bands	onto	the	field.



“The OnBoard Cargo Cart is another great Wenger 
product — its dependability is without question 
and it gives us great flexibility in handling our 
marching band uniforms. We ordered 16 Carts 
during the summer of 2007 and they are working 
out very well. The Cargo Carts and the layout of 
our new facility make everything more efficient.”
“I’ve used Wenger products for years and 
have always been pleased with the quality and 
value. I’ve learned you get what you pay for. 
And Wenger has never failed to live up to that 
expectation!”

Evelio Villarreal, Director of Bands 
Plano East Senior High School, 
Plano, Texas

“The demands put upon equipment by marching bands and 
drum corps are much greater. Our carts need to be moved from 
the band room to the practice field into the equipment truck, 
off-loaded to the warm-up area, then moved across a large area 
to the performance, and then loaded back on the truck  
and transported back to school. Having the large tires and a very 
durable cart that can sustain multiple loads and unloads per 
performance is really a valuable benefit for the Blue Stars.”

Eric Sabach, Corps Director/Director of Youth Programs
Blue Stars Drum & Bugle Corps
LaCrosse, Wisconsin

“Wenger’s OnBoard products are engineered to be sturdy, last a 
long time and stand up to a heavy travel schedule, including being 
packed very tightly in a trailer with other equipment.  While sturdy 
and durable, OnBoard carts are also very lightweight and mobile.”

Eric Sabach, Corps Director/Director of Youth Programs
Blue Stars Drum & Bugle Corps
LaCrosse, Wisconsin

• Saves time in set-up and take down at marching events.

• Optional adjustable shelves and removable garment bar 
provide	flexibility	in	transporting	and	storing	marching	
band equipment.

• Hanger retainer clips prevent uniforms from falling off 
during transport.

• Choice of pneumatic or hard casters for easy rolling on 
soft or hard surfaces.

• Ergonomic curved design keeps instruments within arm’s reach for proper playing position.

• Built-in storage compartments for sticks and mallets.

•	Four	accessory	mounts	provide	flexibility	in	mounting	all	types	of	small	percussion	instruments	
and brackets.

• Two rigid and two swivel 8" (20 cm) pneumatic casters allow cart to be rolled with minimum 
effort on grass surfaces.

• Tow bar for pulling with small garden tractor or Gator.

Both pneumatic and solid rubber casters have two locking swivel casters for safety and maneuverability.

• Permits quick, easy set-up and take-down at marching events.

•	Lightweight	design	allows	easy	tilting	and	sliding	into	storage	compartment	–	no	lifting	required.

• Hanger retainer clips prevent uniforms from falling off during transport.

• All-swivel casters for easy handling

•	Top	keyboard	shelf	rotates	10	degrees	for	flexibility	in	playing	position	and	includes	clamps	for	
holding keyboard in place.

• Bottom shelf stores audio components, cables and small speakers so everything is within reach.

• Two rigid and two swivel 8" (20 cm) pneumatic casters allow cart to be rolled with minimum 
effort on grass surfaces.

• Optional keyboard shelf extensions for placement of a mixer or small speakers.

Shown with optional shelves.

Securely handles gongs up to 40" (101 cm).

• Easily moved by one or two people.

• Suspension system designed to hold the weight of a large 
bass drum or gong up to 40" (101 cm) diameter.

• Drum rotates into performance position in 15-degree 
increments.

• Cart locks instruments into place for safe, easy transport.

• A tow bar is included.

• Built-in storage compartments for sticks and mallets.

The OnBoard Speaker Cart and other OnBoard Carts can be linked together 
and towed by a golf cart or Gator. The large, pneumatic OnBoard wheels 
roll easily onto grass or artificial turf for practice or performance.

• Move large speakers easily, securely, even over thresholds 
and cords.

• Designed to move heavy-duty speakers up to 14" (36 cm) 
deep and 24" (61 cm) wide, support speakers up to  
50 lbs. (22.5 kg).

• Tilt speakers into performance positions at just the right 
angle, in 0, 15, 30 and 45-degree increments.

• A tow bar is included, and an optional accessory tray is 
available to hold and store battery packs.

Adjusting the speaker angle is easy.

ONBOARD ® CARGO CART  High-density method of transporting uniforms, hats, flags and instruments. ONBOARD ® PERCUSSION CART  Ideal for storing and transporting small percussion instruments onto field.

ONBOARD ® UNIFORM CART  Perfect for transporting uniforms in under-the-bus storage compartments.
The easy way to move and store bass drums and 
gongs for competitions, rehearsals and concerts.ONBOARD ® BASS DRUM/GONG CART

The perfect way to take the hassle out of moving big 
speakers to and from storage and onto the field.ONBOARD ® SPEAKER CART

Ideal for storing and transporting electronic 
keyboard onto field for performance events.ONBOARD ® KEYBOARD CART

Shelves are adjustable.  
OnBoard Cargo Carts 
feature slots for attaching 
up to three shelves in 
addition to the bottom 
shelf. This makes it easy 
to add or remove shelves.

Cart includes four 
accessory mounts for 
attaching small percussion 
instruments.

Rugged handles 
make it easy to roll 
cart where you need 
it and then tilt cart 
into position to slide 
into bus storage 
compartment.

OnBoard Cargo 
Carts are also ideal 
for storing and 
transporting color 
guard attire and 
equipment.

Easily pull another 
OnBoard Transport 
Cart onto the field 
for your performance 
with the included 
tow bar.

Hanger Retainer 
Clips lock hangers 
in place to prevent 
uniforms from falling 
off the garment bar 
– especially during 
transport.

Pneumatic wheels 
make it easy for two 
people to transport 
carts loaded with 
heavy instruments 
whether on grass or 
concrete.

Wear strip 
and slide 
strip help to 
easily glide 
cart into bus 
compartment.

Solid rubber non-
marking casters are 
extremely durable 
and provide smooth 
transport inside or 
outside your facility.

www.wengercorp.com/OnBoard 800-4Wenger (493-6437)

The main keyboard 
shelf tilts to the desired 
angle and adjusts in 
height.

The optional shelf 
extension can 
quickly attach to hold 
speakers or other 
equipment. 

The cord 
management 
system keeps 
cords out of 
the way.


